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Page 19
Kingdom Defined: Webster defines the term “Kingdom” to be...
- From this definition it is clear that whatever God rules over…
- See 1 Chr 29:11; Ps 103:19; Ps 24:1; 2 Tim 4:18; and 2 Pet 1:11
Page 20
Some speak of the aggregate of the saved as the Kingdom of God
- “I have never found a verse in all the Bible which conclusively ...
Page 21
The new birth makes the saved the real children of God
- Gal 4:7; Jhn 1:12-13; Jhn 3:3-7; Gal 3:26; 1Jhn 3:1&9; 1Jhn 4:7; 1Jhn 5:7
- The saved in heaven and on earth make up the Family of God, Eph 3:15
Page 22, Col 1:13 (from bottom of pg 21)
Some use this verse to teach that salvation puts the saved in the Kingdom
- Many scriptures contradict this interpretation of Col 1:13, so it is in error
- “Translate” has the idea of taking a person from one place and putting ...
- Paul simply contrasted their former life as foreigners and aliens to …
- You will notice that Paul declares these Gentiles had been delivered …
Page 23, Dan 2:44
There are others who believe that the kingdom referred to in Daniel 2:44 …
- If in the second coming of Christ, He shall set up a Kingdom on earth …
Page 24, Dan 2:44 continued
- Daniel could not have had in mind the Kingdom of which David spoke …
- Daniel could not have had in mind the reign of grace in the hearts of …
- Daniel could not have had reference to Heaven, the kingdom to which …
- Daniel could not have had in mind the second coming of Christ …
Page 25, Dan 2:44 continued
- Before leaving this point let us remind the reader there is NOT one …
- It is conclusive that to find a kingdom to which the prophecy of …
- A careful study of the subject convinces us that no other institution ...
Page 26-28, Dan 2:44 continued
- We are not left to guess as to whether or not Jesus Christ or the …
Page 29, Luke 17:20-21
Some think the words of Jesus in Luke 17:20-21, teach that the …
- You will notice that Jesus was answering the demand of the …

Page 30, Rom 14:17
Sometimes Romans 14:17 is quoted as proof that the term “Kingdom” means …
- As the reader will see from the context, Paul was correcting some …
Page 31, Rom 14:17 continued
- The personal benefits of our labor in the Kingdom is peace and joy in the …
Page 31, Matt 11:12
Not only that, but the Scriptures teach that even unsaved people may get …
Page 32, Matt 11:12 continued
- The Kingdom spoken of here could not have been the reign of grace …
Page 33, Matt 13:47-50
This illustration is a simple one. Just as we, by dragging a net through the …
- … they therefore may get into this Kingdom, like bad fish get into the net.
Page 33-35, Luke 16:16
That this Kingdom is a visible Kingdom and, being a government or Kingdom ...
- As said by the Lord, there were no such institutions as Churches. The people …
- Men could not press or force themselves into salvation, but they did force ...
Review Questions
1. Name a reason why Col 1:13 cannot mean salvation puts into the Kingdom.
2. What convinces that Dan 2:44 means the Kingdom started with the Church?
3. In Luke 17:20-21, who did the Lord tell “The Kingdom is within you”?
4. From the context, what was Paul addressing in Rom 14:17?
5. From Matt 11:12, how can lost people get into the Kingdom?
6. How does the net in Matt 13:47-50 relate to the lost getting into the Kingdom?
7. In Luke 16:16, could lost people force themselves into salvation?
Written Assignment
In No More than 2 pages, explain the four topics Daniel could NOT have had in
mind when he presented what is found in Dan 2:44.

